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06/22/2010 I just made them and OMG they did very well. Instead, it expects 30-45 minutes to rise. I place them in the oven at 130 degrees to rise and then cook them. Secret: 1 cup icing sugar, 1/2 milk and vanilla extract. Great recipe. 01/16/2010 Very good and really easy! This is my first time making doughnuts so I was shocked that
they actually came like them. I did exactly everything the recipe indicated outside the order of dry ingredients. I put the sugar and salt before the flour because that's the recipe for my other bread deers. It probably won't even make a difference. Later, I found a review of another recipe sunk in a doughnut in a glaze. This is 1/4 cup milk, 1
teaspoon vanilla extract and 2 cups icing sugar' s. Yummmmm.... UPDATE----- I did this only the second time and they were much better than SOOO! Make sure the wet ingredients (butter, milk, eggs) are at room temperature or warmer. I place eggs and milk (a cup) to speed things up in a large bowl of hot/hot water. I also opened the
temperature in the deep fryer. How hot, how good he looked. Last time it tasted very fair funnel cake was similar. This time it definitely tastes like donuts. This recipe is a goalkeeper, for sure! 25/01/2010 When I first made these doughnuts, I used plain flour as the recipe and put the recipe in my bread machine in turn, but my dough didn't
rise, so I started over. The second time I used bread flour and put salt in flour because I used bread machine yeast and read lable for yeast to come into contact with salt. My money did a great job the second time. I was also a propane ovenco with a pilot standing so that it stayed warm. Making doughnuts for the first time and it was great.
I used a doughnut glaze found in recipezaar. My parents loved that. Next time we will try to fill the center using a biscuit cutter and jelly. Good recipe 04/06/2010 p.s. Wooden sticks work great for donut manuver during frying. 01/06/2010 Yummy! Simular for crispy and creamy doughnuts but no oxlava necesssary took 2 hours on my bread
machine then everyone in my family loved them the oil went flat and I have really picky eaters 02/21/2012 follow the bread machines instructions! DON'T PUT THE YEAST ON THE SALT!!! Salt and yeast don't like each other, yeast never rises.... They say I've done these things twice. The recipe is the first time below and they are good
but definitely all came out tasting light and fluffy. I followed the order recommended by the bread machine a second time, followed first by liquids and then by a small well of flour for dry yeast. They came out super fluffy like dunkin donuts. Yum. 26/06/2011 I had twice during this as I directed. Even though they inflated it nicely when it was
fried, it wouldn't rise. I saw another one recently. The recipe that was very similar substance was wise. I recommend from there and using only a slight change of ingredients I have very good results. First melt the butter make sure this mixture is warm but not hot to combine with the milk sugar and eggs. Add this mixture to the bread
machine mix salt with flour add constructive. Put yeast on it. The dough ended up kneading the dough as the other wise soft way while adding an extra 1/8-1/4 cup of flour. The other recipe is a fridge recipe so it may be cooled if you are not yet cooled with soft dough far away but extra flour is a must if you are not. I just had a party last
night the recipe immediately cooked the dough at three and doubled the rest to the fridge and cooked this morning. Add a little oil to a glass bowl to cool the container and roll the dough to the oil to cool. Last night donuts where good is much better then previous efforts with this recipe. This morning was wonderful. With these mornings I
took an extra step that allowed a bakery to warm up a bit then adding a pan of hot water to help keep the heat and let them rise there. This could be the calculation for the difference in quality between the last night and these mornings. 01/03/2011 I can also be a silly question a novice clubs in the bread machine making this for the first
time but melting butter? 01/18/2011 OK recipe but inses a burnt product leaving doughnuts for 3 minutes in 350 degree oil. I found a minute and a half to be right. 1 2 Bread Maker Donutmaxs2007 2 12 Bread Maker Donut Kelly Shaw 3 12 Bread Maker Donuts Mom Black 4 12 Bread Maker Donut Sharon Cole 5 12 Bread Maker Donut
Heather Day 6 12 Bread Maker Donut sweet sakura 7 12 Bread Maker Donut Deb 8 12 Bread Maker Donut Marie M Yates 9 12 Bread Maker Donut Heather Day 10 12 Bread Maker Donut rachel :D 11 12 Bread Maker Donut cheeh 12 12 Bread Maker Donuts Sarah Lacoursiere do you rut a recipe? With all the cookbooks coming out late,
there's no reason to be anymore. Others are created by some favorite celebrities while curated by professional chefs, but offer all positive mouthwatering recipes. So discard and listen to that boring med pasta you've been eating nonstop for five days: there are 15 new cookbooks below ready to color your life. 01 15 Antoni Porowski
Antoni Make your own life through the new cookbook of $18 Shop Queer Eye's Antoni Porowski in the kitchen. Many recipes contain at least five ingredients that can even process beginners. Try dishes such as Malaysian pepper shrimp or roasted carrots with carrot-top pesto under antoni's supervision in the kitchen. 02 15 Rachael Ray
Rachael Ray $50 $29 Shop Favorite TV chef Rachael Ray has a new memoir-style cookbook in honor of her 50th birthday. In it, 125 recipes find the most special and 25 essays about the life of the self-taught cook personal photos and hand-drawn pictures. 03 15 Jillian Harris and Tori Wesszer Fraiche Food, Full Hearts $26 Shop
Cousins Jillian Harris (former Bachelorette and interior designer) and Tori Wesszer (a registered dietitian) grew up far from each other and grew up like sisters. This cookbook is full of food he's been feeding his parents for years. Enjoy 100 recipes such as sedir-plank salmon burger, vegetarian stew with meatballs and Fraiche Food, Full
Hearts nude coconut cake. 04 15 Maegan Brown Nice Boards $22 Shop No party completed without a snack board, but if you've ever tried putting it together, they know to look at a mess easily. But not after absorbing the instruction found in the Beautiful Boards. Blogger Maegan Brown shows how 50 visually appealing snack boards
make an after-school snacks vary between birthday desserts. 05 15 Ree Drummond Pioneer Woman Cooks: The New Frontier $21 Shop If you're feeling stressed, just head to Oklahoma Food Network star Ree Drummond farm with her brand new cookbook. This instant pot includes 112 new recipes such as pumpkin spice oatmeal, fried
green tomato sandwich with pesto mayonnaise and blueberry ricotta crostinis. Pioneer Woman has also been into cutting out carbohydrates recently, so there are several low carbohydrates in recipes. 06 15 Whitney Otawka and Emily Dorio Saltwater Table: Recipes Coastal South $29 Shop Chef Whitney Otawka owns an inn on remote
Cumberland Island in Georgia. 125 recipes in his cookbook inspired by the mysterious island. Enjoy dishes such as crisp okra and summer tomatoes decorated with ginger-li jam flakes buttermilk biscuits. 07 15 Tyler Malek and JJ Goode Salt &amp; Straw Ice Cream Cookbook $17 Shop If you live on the West Coast, you may be familiar
with the Ice Cream Shop based in Salt &amp; Straw-Portland, Oregon. Their ice cream base is super simple and only takes five minutes to make. Using it you can make a lot of different flavors such as blackmel ribbons and sea salt with toasted white chocolate. 08 15 Toni Tipton-Martin Jubilee: Recipes Two Centuries of African-American
Cooking $32 A history book as a cookbook up to Shop Jubilee. On its pages, you can find 125 recipes adapted from historical texts and rare African-American cookbooks, curated by African American culinary journalist Toni Tipton-Martin. 09 15 Cooking with Kim-Joy $14 Shop Kim-Joy is a great British Bake Off finalist, so naturally, this is
a book about cooking. You can find 40 of her designs for these basic recipes as well as icy cookie creatures, great opportunity cakes, character pasta and meringins and more. 10 15 Angie Mar Butcher and Beast: Mastering the Art of Meat $36 Shop Chef Angie Mar is the owner and executive chef of The Beatrice Inn in New York City
(one of the city's first conversations frequented by Fitzgerald and Hemingway). At Butcher and Beast, he share 80 meat-centric recipes. pork shoulder and duck and foie gras cake. Can you accept this cooking contest? 11 15 Justin Devillier and Jamie Feldmar New Orleans Kitchen $40 Shop Justin Devillier Chef-New Orleans owns three
restaurants, so he knows a thing or two about cooking classic New Orleans. It offers the kitchen and updated approach with 120 recipes in the cookbook. Enjoy dishes such as duck and andouille okra and Abita root beer-fried short ribs. 12 15 Tieghan Gerard Half Baked Harvest Super Simple $21 Shop You love the cookbook Half Baked
Harvest but a chef yourself not so much, Try Half Baked Harvest Super Simple. This includes 125 more manageable recipes that are idiotproof and contain fewer ingredients. You can even cook cardamom apple fritters, spinach and artichokes mac and cheese and lobster tacos with the help of food photographer and recipe developer
Tieghan Gerard. 13 15 Josef Centeno, Betty Hallock and Ren Fuller But: A Modern Tex-Mex Kitchen $27 Shop San Antonio local and Los Angeles chef and restauranteur Josef Centeno knows a thing or two about Tex-Mex food. His cookbook but mixes regional Mexican cuisine with the influences of the American South, Germany,
Poland and Morocco. If huevos rancheros, carne guisada and Ama's guacamole sound is good, then this is the cookbook for you. It was done with the help of Los Angeles Times Betty Hallock and food editor, former assistant to food and lifestyle photographer Ren Fuller. 14 15 Georgina Hayden Taverna $20 Shop Cook, food writer and
stylist Georgina Hayden thinks you should know about Greek Cypriot food. But who exactly are the Greek Cypriots? Cyprus, a Middle Eastern island nation, has an ethnic Greek population. Hayden grew up above his grandfather's 'Cypriot taverna' in London, and now he has some recipes to share with taverna world. The cookbook
includes Mediterranean salads, cinnamon stews, orange blossom-scented pastries and more. 15 15 Amanda Haas and Erin Kunkel Vibrant Life $24 Shop Vibrant Life is not only a cookbook with 70 recipes, but also a whole beauty lining. Learn from Williams-Sonoma, Inc., amanda haas former kitchen manager who expertly studied
tethical applications, hormones and how to eat in this book. It was also written by forward actress and cook Ayesha Curry. Curry.
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